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consider public education in light of its 
full development and present s ta tus  
throughout the nation, and not in light 

F. of conditions prevailing a t  time of adop- 
OF EDUCATyON OF tion of the amendment. U.S.C.A.Const. 

SHAWNEE COUNTY, M.. e t  aL Amend. 14. 
BRIGGS et aL v. ELLIOTT et aL 2. Cons#buMonal La,v w220 

DAVIS et a~ The opportunity of a n  education, 
v. where the s tate  has undertaken to pro- 

c0uNT~ SCHOOL BOARD d~ P ~ ~ C E  vide it, is  a r ight  which must be made 
EDWARD COUNTY, VA., e t  al. available to  all on equal terms. U.S.C.A. 

Const. Amend. 14. 
GEBHART e t  al. v. BELTON et sL 

Nos. 1, 2, 4, 10. -. 3. Constitutional Law -220 -. The segregation of children in pub- 
Reargued Dec. 7, 8, 9, 1953. lic schools solely on the basis of race, 

Decided May 17, 1954. even though the physical facilities and 
other tangible factors may be equal, de- 

Class actions originating in the four  prives the children of minority group of 
states of Kansas, South Carolina, Vir- ,qua] educational opportunities, a n d  
ginia, and Delaware, by which minor amounts to a deprivation of the equal 
Negro plaintiffs to ad- protection of the laws guaranteed by the 
mission to public schools on a nonsegre- ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ ~ h  ~~~~d~~~~ to the pederal 
gated basis- On direct appeals by plain- U,S.C.A.CO~S~. Amend. 14- 
tiffs from adverse decisions in the Unit- 
ed States District Courts, District of 4- Constitutiona1 Law-220 
Kansas, 98 F.Supp. 797, Eastern District The doctrine of "separate but equal" 
of South Carolina, 103 F.Supp. 920, an3  ha8 no place i n  the field of public d u c a -  
Eastern District of Virginia, 103 F.Supp. tion, since separate educational facilities 
337, and on gran t  of certiorari af ter  de- are  inherently unequal. U.S.C.A.Const. 
cision favorable to plaintiffs in the Su- *mend. 14. 
preme Court of Delaware, 91 A.2d 137. a Appeal Error e819 
the United States  Supreme Court, Mr. 1, view of fact  tha t  actions raising 
Chief Justice Warren, held that segrega- question of constitutional of 
tion of children in public schools solely segregation of races in public schools 
On the basis race, even though the were class actions, and  because of the  
physical facilities and other tangible wide applicability of decision holding 
factors may be equal, deprives the chi]- that segregution was denial of equal 
dren the group protection of laws, and the great  variety 
educational opportunities, in  contraven- of local conditions, the formation of de- 
tion the *quai Clause crees presented problems of considerable 
the Fourteenth Amendment. complexity, requiring tha t  cases be re- 

Cases ordered restored to docket for  stored to the docket so tha t  court might 
fur ther  argument regarding formula- have full assistance of parties i n  formu- 
tion of decrees. Iating appropriate decrees. U.S.C.A. 

Const. Amend. 14. 
1. Constitutional ]Law -47 

In  resolving question whether segre- I_C_ 

gation of races in  public schoots consti- 
tuted a denial of equal protection of the 
laws, even though the tangible facilities 
provided might be equal, court would 
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Frank Shepard invented the legal citiitor as we know it today, and for over IfX) years 

~he~ard ' so  'Citations has been a cornerstone of the legal-research process. 

In fact, Shepard? plays such a significant role in legal research that many years ago the 

Shepard name became a verb. Today, shepardite@ remains onc of the lrlost widely recognii.xd 
verbs in the legal lexicon. 

Shepard's is used in two important ways: 
as a validating too1 and 
as a finding tool. 

Generations of lawyers have ShepardizedTH to retrieve comprehensive lists of cases and other 
sources that have cited Lheir case or statute. And they have Shepardized to be sure their 
authorities are still good law. 

As a validation tool, Shepard's is widely used to check the precedential value of a legal 
authority. This step is commonly called cite-checking. Attorneys have a professional 
responsibility to know the current status of a case, statute or other legal authority before they 
rely on i t  in representing a client. Before you cite an authority, y ~ u  need to be sure it is still 
"good law." You need to know that your case has not been ovenuled or reversed. You need to 
be sure that your case has not been criticized, limited or distinguished on facts similar to your 
client's. You need to know that your statute has not been declared invalid or unconstitutional. 
Shepard's is the time-tested, reliable way to cite-check your authorities. 

As a finding tool, Shepard) quickly expands your research universe. The citation method of 
legal research starts with a simple premise: If a later decision cites your case, it must be 
discussing some of the same issues. Citation-based legal research using Shepard's guides you 
to decisions involving legal or factual issues similar to the case you select as your starting 
point. 

B y  ShepardizingTMa case, you may well be able to locate more recent decisions, including 
decisions with facts that are closer to your client's facts, or decided by courts closer to your 
jurisdiction, than the case with which you began your research. You will also locate 
allnotations and articles from selected leading law reviews that have cited your case. 

You can also Shepardize statutes. regulations, constitutional provisions and other legal sources 
to get complete lists of cases that have cited your authority. 

Shepard's also provides legal analysis to help you organize and prioritize your research, 
saving you valuable time and giving you confidence that you haven't overlooked anything. 
Shepad's skilled legal editors analyze every court decision to determine the impact of each 
new decision on the precedent that it cites. Through analysis codes added to the pertinent 
citations, you'll know at a glance if subsequent decisions have affected youiauthority's 
precedential value. Only Shepard's provides a full spectrum of history and treatment analysis 

(conrinued) 
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by expea attorney editors, so you can quickly assess the strength of cases you wish to cite. 
aid find even better cases to st~pport your argatnlcnt And only Shepard's applies Lhis careful 
analysis to'sWutes us well as cases. 

When you Shcpa~d~ze to check precedentral value, you're investigating whether your uutflon~y 
is still good law. For cxumple, if a decision from your state's appellate court 1s appealcd to the 
state's supreme court, the high court will typically affirm, reverse or mod~fy the appellate 
court decision. Shepard's provides this direct history of ypur case lhrough the reliable work 
of its attonley editors. 

A decision's value can be destroyed or diminished in a number of ways-overruled, criticized. 
distiuguished. Over time, a court may apply hairline distinctions to avoid overruling its 
precedent-or to avoid applying precedent it finds distasteful. Shepard's legal editors read and 
analyze decisions to give you the full range of negative treatment of your case. 

By the same token, it's also helpful to know w h  your case has been strengthened by positive 
treatment. A case that has been followed by subsequent decisions will typically have more 
precedential value a a n  a case that has not been favorably cited. Only Shepad's Citahons 
provides editorial analysis indicating positive treatment of your case. 

At Shepard's, the legal-editing process is called "letter editing" because the analysis has 
traditionally been presented in Shepa~d-d's print products through letter abbreviations, including 
"a" for affirmed, "r" for reversed, "f" for followed and "0" for overruled. Shepard's legal 
analysis is applied to statutes and regulations as well as cases, for example, unconstitutional 
("U" in print) and void or invalid ("V" in print). 

In addition, Shepard's citation experts painstakingly analyze each case citation to determine 
the precise point of law for which the earlier decision was cikd. They also verify the 
correctness of each citatlon against Shepard's huge database. No other citation service 
provides this value-added information. 

Shepard's Citations is designed to help you at every stage of your research. Using Shepard? 
early in your research can quickly lead you to relevant authority. When you first locate a case. 
Shepardizing it can save you from wasting time on an authority that has lost its value as 
precedent. When you receive an opponent's brief, Shepard's can help you s p o ~  weaknesses. 
Before you file a pleading or make an argument in court, Shepard's will help you fulfill your 
legal-research responsibilities. 

In addition to case law, Shepard's covers a wide variety of primary and secondary sources. In 
print. Shepard's publishes nearly 200 different citators. each corresponding to a particular set 
of cited and citing references. Shepard's has products devoted to the cases and statutes of each 
individual state, as well as regional citators that cover all of the decisions published in a 
particular West regional reporter. Shepard's federal products cover the United States Supreme 
Court, the lower federal couns, the United States Code, the United States Constitution, the 
Code of Federal Regulations, the Federal Rules, as well as the decisions and orders of many 
federal regulatory bodies. You can also Shepardize law review articles, annotations and even 
individual U.S. patents and trademarks. If you know the name of a case but not its citation, 
you can use a Shepard's case name citator to find the citation you need to Shepardize. 
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Shepardk United Stares Citntioru, Supreme Cour f Nrporte~: is one part of a unique citations 
indexing.too1 that allows users lo determine the precederltinl value of their authorities and 
to retrieve comprehensive lists of cases and other sources that have cited their authorities. 

To ensure that your research is con~plete, be sure to consult all of the bound volumes and 
supplemcnts in which citations to your authority could be listed. Far c u e s  that have 
parallel citations, such ii.5 state-court decisions that are publ~shed in a state's official report 
as well as a reg~onal reporter, you should check for citations in each division in wh~ch your 
case would appear. 

In instances where your authority can be Shepardized in more than one print product. your 
citing reference list will vary depending on which citator you choose. For example, state 
citators also include citing decisions from the lower federal courts and the U.S. Supreme 
Court. In addition, state citators will give you citations taken from annotations and selected 
law reviews. Regional citators include citing references from all decisions published in a 
regional reporter, so Shepardizing in a regional citator will give you any citations to your 
case from states outside your region. 

RESEARCH STEPS FOB CASES 
This case is on point for you: Parrat v. Taylor. 451 U S  527, 101 SC 1908, 68 LE2d 420 
(1981). Is it good law? Shepardiz the Parrarr case Lo check its precedential value and 
locate other authorities that have cited Parran 

HERE'S WHAT YOU DO: 

I .  Select the right citator. 
Seleet the citator that corresponds to the reporter type. For example, ~f you are using 
Supreme Court Reporter, you would Shepardize the Parrarr decision in Shepard S 
United States Citations, Supreme Courr Reporre,: 

2. Chmk currentness and completeness. 
Are you using the most current and complete edition of your cltator? A complete set of 
Shepard's Citations in print generally includes: 

one or  more maroon volumes; 
a gold annual or semi-annual supplement; and 
a red paperback cumulative supplement. 

To ensure that your research is complete, you need to find the most recent supplement. The 
cover lists What Your Library Should Contain. which is a list of all the bound volumes and 
supplements you must consult. 

3. Find 101 SC 1908. Look for: 
A. THE RIGHT DlVISION 

Divisions are listed in the table of contents in the front of the citator. Look for 
Supreme Court Reporter, Circuiom. 

B. VOLUME NUMBER 
After turning to the correct division, look for the reporter's volume number across 
the top of the page. Within the columns on the page, volume numbers are shown in 
easy-to-find boxes. 

(continued) 
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C. INITlAL PAGE NUMBER, CASE NAME AND DECISlUN DATE 
Once you've found the correct volume ~turnber, scan the page numbers shown m boki 
print between dashes. In our example. find -1908-. 

4. lnte~plPt your ease mtlforr hforrmation. 
This is a dose-up view of Parratf's citing references: 

5. Case Names and Parallel ~eferc&. 
The first time a case i s  cited, the case name and date of decision are shown with its 
citation. In later supplements, the case name aod date do not appear again, Look for the 
citation alone. I f  your case has a parallel citation, it will appear in parcntheses below the 
case name and date. 

6. Headnote Numbers. 
The superscript numeral to the right of the reporter abbreviation corresponds to a 
headnote in the case being Shepardized. These headnote numbers appear in Shepard's 
when it can be determined that the case was cited for the particular point of law stated. 
in that headnote. The absence of a headnote numeral indicates either: (1) the court's 
reference to the case being Shepanlized does not conclusively identify a specific point 
of law in that case; or (2) the case being Shepardized does not have a headnote stating 
that point of law. 

History citoliom follow 
immediately aftw an)! parallel 
citations. This reference tells 
yw that the Coun of Appeals 
citation is from the samc 
litigation at a different stage of 
the proceedings for Parrotr. + 

Skpard's editorial waalysis is 
shown using ktt tn to the left of 
the citing references. The "f" _, 
tells you that h i s  decision 
followed Parruu. 

Pal-ralt v 
Taylor 
1981 

(45 1 USS27) 
(68LE2d420) 

s) 6ZIF2d307 
527US643 

Cir. 2 
239F3d496 
13OFS2d401 

Cir. 3 
2003USDist 

[LX 16305 
98FS2d679 

F) 107FS2d619 
112FS2d433 

Cir. 6 

Headnote analysis is shown 98F S2d843 

using superscript numbers 102FS2d436 

preceding the citing cases' page - I 125FS2dr64 - . -  
number. LIT I 

' I 0 78FS11238 

Be espvcially alcn for negative 
Ircatmenl. The "q" tells yw 
that this decision has questioned 
all w part of  Parmu. It's 
probably the caw you'll want to 
read first! 

97FS2d1112 
q) IlIFSZd 

(1308 
130FS2d 1300 

Wash 
9P2d914 
86VaL932 
I59ARF44n 

Your case name and decision - date will appear the fml time 
the case is cited. Any parallel 
citations will be shown in 
parentheses following the 
decision date. 

I This is a ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ c i t a t i o n  for a 

+ citing reference. See "Casts 
Identified by LEXIS Numbor" 
in Additional Information 
section. 

Citations arc organized by 
jurisdiction and cwn. 

Shepardk Citations 
covers a wi& spectruni of 
secondary sources - such as law reviews and 

annotatims. 
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7 .  AnaotslUr,ns. 
Asmoil fetter 'h" immediately to the nght of the page t~urnber of a citing rcferenct: 
means hat  the citation appears in an annotation. A small letttx "8" in the same position 
means that the citation appears in a supplernent to the annotation. When a case or statute 
is  cited more than once in an annotation. only the first citation ~n each subdivision of the 
annotation is shown. 

8. Update your reseafcb. 
If you need to check for more recent citing decisions to your case, our Editorial Support 
Desk can help. To reach Editorial Support. call 1-800-899-6000, option 5. 


